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ABSTRACT:   

This Introduction presents the design and implementation of a mini charging station for electric vehicles. The objective of the project was to create a compact and 

efficient charging solution using specific components. The methodology involved the assembly of the charging station, including the integration of a panel box, 

on/off switch, power indicator, MCB, socket and plug, reading meter, current transformer, and wiring connections. The results demonstrate the successful 

completion of the project, with all components properly connected and functioning. The mini charging station provides a convenient and sustainable solution for 

electric vehicle owners, allowing for reliable and safe charging. This project contributes to the advancement of sustainable transportation and addresses the growing 

demand for electric vehicle infrastructure 
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Introduction:  

The project report details the design and construction of the mini charging station, emphasizing the methodology adopted during the assembly process. 

Each component's functionality and interconnections were thoroughly examined to ensure safe and efficient charging operations. 

The significance of this project lies in addressing the growing need for EV charging infrastructure, especially in residential areas and small-scale settings. 

By implementing a mini charging station, EV owners can conveniently charge their vehicles at home or in limited-space environments. 

This project report aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the mini charging station's design, methodology, and key findings. Additionally, future 

considerations and potential enhancements for the charging station will be discussed, highlighting the project's implications for sustainable transportation 

and the broader EV ecosystem. the aim of this project was to design and implement a mini charging station that provides a convenient and reliable 

charging solution for EV owners. 

What is the Mini charging station: ?  

A mini charging station is a compact and user-friendly infrastructure designed to provide a convenient and efficient way to charge electric vehicles (EVs). 

It is a smaller-scale version of traditional EV charging stations, typically suitable for residential or limited-space environments. The mini charging station 

comprises various components, including a panel box, on/off switch, power indicator, MCB (miniature circuit breaker) rated at 415 volts and 16 amps, 

socket and plug, V/A/Hz reading meter (230 volts AC), current transformer, and necessary wiring. These components work together to create a charging 

system that delivers single-phase current to the EV for charging its battery. The purpose of a mini charging station is to offer EV owners the flexibility 

and convenience of charging their vehicles at home or in smaller locations where dedicated EV charging infrastructure may be limited. By providing a 

localized charging solution, it eliminates the need for EV owners to rely solely on public charging stations or commercial facilities. 

A mini charging station contributes to the overall adoption and usability of EVs by enhancing the accessibility and availability of charging options. It 

promotes the convenience of charging at home, allowing EV owners to efficiently manage their charging needs and reduce reliance on traditional fuel 

sources. Overall, a mini charging station for electric vehicles plays a crucial role in supporting the transition to sustainable transportation by providing a 

practical and user-friendly solution for residential and small-scale charging requirements. 

What is the use of electric bicycles: ?  

• Home Charging: A mini charging station allows EV owners to conveniently charge their vehicles at home. This eliminates the need for 

regular visits to public charging stations, providing EV owners with the flexibility to charge their vehicles overnight or whenever convenient. 
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• Residential Areas: In residential areas where dedicated EV charging infrastructure is limited, a mini charging station offers a localized 

charging option. It enables EV owners to charge their vehicles without relying solely on public charging stations, making EV ownership more 

accessible and convenient Extended  

• Limited-Space Environments: The compact design of a mini charging station makes it suitable for limited-space environments such as 

apartment complexes, parking garages, or small office spaces. It can be installed in areas where full-scale charging stations may not be feasible 

due to space constraints. 

• Flexibility: A mini charging station provides EV owners with the flexibility to manage their charging needs according to their schedules. 

They can plug in their vehicles at any time and have control over the charging process, ensuring their EVs are ready to go when needed. 

• Cost Savings: By charging at home using a mini charging station, EV owners can potentially save on charging costs compared to using public 

charging stations. Home charging often offers more affordable electricity rates and eliminates the need to pay for charging sessions at external 

locations. 
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OBJECTIVE:  

The objective of a Mini charging station  is to provide an alternative, environmentally friendly, and efficient mode of charging.  

• To ensure compatibility with single-phase current and provide accurate measurements of voltage, current, and frequency for monitoring and 

control purposes. 

• To implement appropriate safety measures, including proper grounding, insulation, and protection against electrical hazards, to ensure user 

safety and prevent damage to the charging station and electric vehicles. 

• To provide a user-friendly interface that allows users to easily initiate and monitor the charging process, with clear instructions, indicators, 

and controls. 

• To achieve a reliable and scalable design that can accommodate future expansions, such as additional charging ports or higher power capacities, 

to meet the growing demand for electric vehicle charging. 

• To assess the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of the mini charging station, considering factors such as component affordability, energy 

consumption, and maintenance requirements. 

• To evaluate the performance and efficiency of the charging station in terms of charging speed, power transfer efficiency, and overall reliability. 
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METHODOLOGY:  

The methodology of an mini charging station project typically involves the following steps:   

• Requirement Analysis: Identify the specific requirements and goals of the mini charging station project, considering factors such as voltage, 

current, safety standards, user interface, scalability, and compatibility with electric vehicles. 

• Component Selection: Research and select appropriate components for the charging station, including the panel box, mains on/off switch, 

power indicator, MCB 415V 16A, v a hz reading meter, current transformer, socket and plug, and necessary wiring. Consider factors such as 

quality, compatibility, affordability, and availability. 

• System Design: Develop a detailed system design that incorporates the selected components, wiring connections, safety measures, user 

interface, and scalability considerations. Ensure adherence to electrical codes, safety standards, and regulations. 

• Construction and Assembly: Procure the chosen components and construct the charging station according to the system design. Install the 

panel box, connect the components, and ensure proper wiring connections with appropriate insulation and grounding. Follow safety protocols 

during the construction process. 

• Testing and Validation: Perform comprehensive testing to verify the functionality, performance, and safety of the charging station. Test 

various scenarios, such as different charging loads, voltage fluctuations, and user interactions, to ensure reliable operation. Validate 

compliance with electrical standards and safety regulations. 

• User Evaluation: Engage potential users or stakeholders to gather feedback on the user interface, ease of use, and overall satisfaction with 

the charging station. Consider their input for further improvements and refinements. 

• Documentation and Reporting: Document the entire project, including the design specifications, construction process, testing results, user 

feedback, and any lessons learned. Prepare a comprehensive project report that provides a detailed account of the methodology and outcomes. 

• Iterative Improvements: Identify areas for improvement based on user feedback, testing results, and emerging technologies. Consider 

implementing enhancements, such as smart charging features, advanced safety mechanisms, or integration with renewable energy sources, in 

subsequent iterations of the charging station. 

ASSEMBLY 

Materials:  

• Panel box 

• Mains on/off switch 

• Power indicator  

• MCB 

• Socket & plug 

• V a hz reading  meter 

• Current transformer 

• Wires 

Step 1. Panel Box Assembly: 

• Mounting the panel box securely at a suitable location for housing the electrical components of the charging station. 

• Ensuring proper grounding of the panel box to maintain electrical safety. 

• Installing the necessary knockout holes or conduits for wire entry and exit points. 

Step 2. Mains On/Off Switch Assembly: 

• Mounting the mains on/off switch on the panel box using appropriate fasteners. 

• Connecting the live wire (black wire) from the power source to the input terminal of the switch. 

• Connecting the output terminal of the switch to the rest of the charging circuit. 

Step 3. Power Indicator Assembly: 
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• Mounting the power indicator on the panel box, preferably near the mains on/off switch. 

• Connecting the power indicator to the live wire (black wire) after the mains on/off switch. 

• The power indicator will illuminate when the switch is turned on, indicating the presence of power. 

Step 4. MCB Assembly: 

• Installing the MCB (Miniature Circuit Breaker) inside the panel box using the appropriate mounting brackets. 

• Connecting the live wire (black wire) from the mains on/off switch to the input terminal of the MCB. 

• Connecting the output terminal of the MCB to the charging circuit, ensuring proper sizing based on the current requirements. 

Step 5. Socket and Plug Assembly: 

• Mounting the socket on the charging station enclosure or designated area, ensuring proper positioning and alignment. 

• Connecting the socket to the charging circuit, ensuring correct wiring based on the specific socket and plug configuration (e.g., Type 1, Type 

2, CCS, CHAdeMO). 

• Attaching the plug to the electric vehicle, ensuring a secure and proper connection. 

Step 6. V/A/Hz Reading Meter Assembly: 

• Mounting the V/A/Hz reading meter on the panel box or at a suitable location for easy visibility. 

• Connecting the meter to the charging circuit, ensuring correct wiring for voltage, current, and frequency measurements. 

• Calibrating the meter, if required, based on the specific model and manufacturer's instructions. 

Step 7. Current Transformer Assembly: 

• Installing the current transformer in series with the charging circuit, preferably near the MCB or socket. 

• Connecting the primary winding of the current transformer in line with the charging current flow. 

• Connecting the secondary winding of the current transformer to a measuring instrument or monitoring system for current measurement. 

Step 8. Wire Connections: 

• Using appropriate wire sizes and connectors to establish electrical connections between the various components. 

• Following electrical codes and standards for wire routing, insulation, and proper termination. 

• Ensuring secure and tight connections to minimize electrical resistance and the risk of loose connections. 

Step 9. Testing and Inspection: 

• Conducting thorough testing of the assembled charging station, including functionality, safety, and performance checks. 

• Inspecting all connections, wiring, and components for any signs of damage or defects. 

• Verifying the proper operation of the charging station, including the switch, power indicator, MCB, socket, plug, and meter. 

Step 10. Compliance and Certification: 

• Ensuring compliance with relevant electrical codes, standards, and regulations specific to the region or country. 

• Obtaining any necessary certifications or approvals required for the charging station, if applicable. 

• Documenting the assembly process, including wiring diagrams, component specifications, and testing results for future reference and 

maintenance. 
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          Figure 1 Wiring connections to panel box                       Figure 2 Installing a Current transformer 

                                              

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     Figure 3 Fixed the terminal block                                                     Figure 4 Connecting the phase, neutral, earthing wires to MCB  

 

           

 

 

 

 

 

                                      

                         Figure 5 wiring completed in MCB                                                                     Figure 6 Final touch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 charging a battery 
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Conclusion  

In conclusion, the mini charging station project successfully developed a compact and functional charging solution for electric vehicles using readily 

available components. The project addressed the need for a convenient and reliable charging infrastructure, providing a practical solution for electric 

vehicle owners in various settings. By implementing safety measures and adhering to electrical standards, the project ensured user safety during the 

charging process. The project demonstrated the feasibility of utilizing existing technologies, such as power electronics and metering systems, to create 

an effective charging station. Furthermore, the project identified areas for future work, including the expansion of charging infrastructure, integration 

with smart grid systems, and the implementation of wireless charging technology. Overall, the mini charging station project contributes to the transition 

to sustainable transportation and supports the adoption of electric vehicles. 

Implications:   

• Environmental Impact: The implementation of the mini charging station promotes the use of electric vehicles, which significantly reduces 

greenhouse gas emissions compared to traditional internal combustion engine vehicles. This contributes to mitigating climate change and 

improving air quality. 

• Energy Efficiency: The charging station utilizes power electronics and smart charging techniques to optimize energy consumption during the 

charging process. This helps reduce energy wastage and improves overall energy efficiency. 
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